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Smith: On Poets and Poetry

BOOKS and COMMENT
Grover Smith

ON POETS
AND POETRY
years ago, as the experimental writers of that period were constrained to agree, creative literature, which is never orthodox, was at loggerheads with
conservative magazine editors. It is nowadays astonishing that
Ezra Pound, his tribe and allies, had as little trouble as they did
have even with the editors hospitable to their work. ~oth ,Harold
Monro and Ford Madox Hueffer (who was helpful at a slightly
earlier date) extended a welcome to genius; but there were few
such editors as these in England and none at all in America.
Much of the work of lasting merit, if it did not achieve specific
subsidies and stiff covers immediately, was being encouraged and
preserved in magazines under rather modest intellectual proprietorship. Of course there was The Dial, for what it was worth,
and later there was The Criterion, which started well. During
the European war some of the best new writers were appearing in
three little magazines that had two interesting qualities in common. The magazines were Poetry, The Little Review, and The
Egoist. The qualities were a courageous antipathy for the commonplace, and an editorial organization that in each case was at
least nominally under feminine management. The Egoist alone,
which had begun as The New Freewoman under Harriet Shaw
\Veaver with the assistance of Dora Marsden, had passed into
the hands of a male literary sub-editor (Aldington first, then
Eliot) . Neither Miss \Veaver nor Harriet Monroe, the editor of
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Poetry, nor Margaret Anderson of The Little Review, was a
woman of unusual literary talent. Both Miss Monroe and Miss
Anderson, however, were women of sufficient obstinacy to have
kept their magazines alive even if Ezra Pound had not helped
see to the vitality of their contributors; and Miss Anderson was
further sustained by the unsteady genius of Jane Heap. The lesson of Miss Monroe's Poetry should make one grateful that Miss
Anderson was not too jealous of Pound's arrogant influence to
accept the best of his advice, and that her obstinacy was revealed
as a determination to publish only the available best, whatever
glory she might have to divide with Pound.
three magazines The Little Review, just as it was the
one an which Pound successfully exerted the most pressure, was
likewise unmistakably the finest. The selection which Miss Anderson has made from its pages 1 contains a prefatory nod to
Pound and a somewhat over-toppling obeisance to Jane Heap, as
the sources of its illumination. Fortunately the preface is short
(why fortunately will appear to anyone who has observed Miss
Anderson's literary style in her autobiographies). As it seems
that she has left some of the selections to the choice of the authors
themselves, this anthology has a high proportion of valuable
writing. At the same time it omits some things which understandably were too long or too expensive to reprint. The collection,
being weighted towards excellence and celebrity, is not precisely
representative of the magazine, although Miss Anderson has innocently included enough rubbish by Jane Heap, for example, to
betray the obliqueness of her beam. The ideal of an editor in
Miss Anderson's position might have been to respect both quality, novelty, and fair sampling. The book fails also to report total
accomplishment because it is not arranged chronologically: the
contributions are not dated, so that the reader can hardly plot
Miss Anderson's editorial vicissitudes. If The Little Review AnOFT HE S E
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thology was to be a sifting of the best by certain writers, Miss
Anderson might better have grouped the writings of each author
separately.
Certainly the exhumer of The Little Review has a right to
exult in her memories of lion-trapping. Here are Yeats, Pound,
Hemingway, Eliot, Sherwood Anderson, Arthur \Valey, Wallace
Stevens. Here are Emma Goldman's "Letters from Prison," part
of Pound's redaction of Ernest Fenollosa's "The Chinese Written Character," some of W. C. 'Williams' "Improvisations," and
Eliot's "Eeldrop and Appleplex," the sketch of a theme later to
be dramatized in Sweeney Agonistes and The Family Reunion.
Here too, less happily, is the greater part of that final issue, of
May, 1929, when many of the lions were baited to roar with a
personal questionnaire of mealy insipidity. The book is readable
from any point of view; it is something that every student of the
period ought to have as testimony to a venture that aided independent greatness and fought stupidity and censorship.
of the Hart Crane letters 2 exhibits
intimately the career of that pitiable anarch. The editor, who
has scrupulously picked out the most informative of Crane's
letters and cut from them the repetitious and libelous without
consulting mere prudery, warns in his preface that "the poetry
of Hart Crane ought not to be hastily judged by his life or letters, though the latter should no doubt be studied to support an
understanding and appreciation of the poetry." It should be patent to the student of both, however, that Crane as man and poet
was grievously disordered, that the neurotic irresponsibility of
his private life and loves was directly synchronous with the undisciplined fancy manifest in his poetic images. Crane's inner
world was a fluxion in which neither personal relations nor traditional thought and utterance were coherent enough to form
B ROM WEB E R'S ED I T ION

2 The Letters of Hart Crane, 1916-1932. New York: Hennitage House, 1952. 426
pp. $5. 00 .
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laws even for themselves. One is appalled, on reading his explication of "At Melville's Tomb," to realize that while he could
associatively justify the chain of metaphors comprising the poem,
he was oblivious of the difference between a random and a
logical mode of association. Crane was incapable of the metaphysical conceit because he observed no rules of conscious order.
He unwittingly insisted, in other words, on the reader's undertaking, with the jumble of images thrown up by the poet's unconscious, the "plastic" task proper to the poet himself. Raw
material is always present; what Crane could not see was that
matter must move into form, and that all form, to be recognizable as a new thing, and a thing more than its ingredients, must
be shaped in rational patterns of discourse. Crane is a deadly
example to his many imitators. What is true of his poetry is true
of his life: he knew no pattern; he was himself a kaleidoscope, a
disintegrated personality.
Describing Crane's way as marked by "deviation," Mr. \Veber
points out that "Crane conformed less, overtly at least, to the
dominant mores of his age than probably any of his contemporaries." There are of course two kinds of nonconformity, that
which has discovered higher and nobler laws than those governing other men, and that which has cast all laws away and is deliberately or haphazardly in search of a fresh standard. Perhaps
most nonconformists begin with rebellion for its own sake. but
unless they establish a personal conventionality in politics or
aesthetics or religion, a norm to whatever degree lunatic in the
eyes of society, they are never anything but lost drifters. Every
man, if he does not make fast to the safe moorings of another,
must forge his own anchor, and if that capsizes him into the sea
he has at least found a depth. The letters of Crane do not show
the intensities of a great man. They reveal curiosity, eclecticism,
caprice; they expose innumerable interests and talents; but they
proclaim no detachment from the hurly-burly of everyday af-
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fairs, from the efforts of greed and sensuality. They are like the
letters that most men write: they are about things and people,
visualized flatly or with the prejudice of self-esteem. There i~ no
concentration of alert feeling; there is no style. The reader must
sense Crane's vagueness. of direction in a life spent jousting, like
Tom 0' Bedlam, with ghosts and shadows. Crane, avid of approval, cultivated ignominy, like any very little man of genius.
Any reader might well become, after examining the evidence of
this collection,
. . . sick of the palette and fiddle-bow,

Of poets that are always gay....
Mr. \Veber, who with his previous study Hart Crane has already
devoted much good work to the poet, gives in the preface to the
letters a character-analysis which is admirable preparation for a
reading of them.
is a poet without Crane's
imaginative gifts and with some of Crane's defects of poetic synthesis, but by contrast a man of mature intellectual values. The
full·length study of \Villiams by Vivienne Koch 3 has no more
accurate insight than one on Al Que Quiere! (1920) : "Williams
was already formulating a program for himself which reaffirmed
a romantic Emersonian ethic of self·reliance translated to the
aesthetic sphere." His recent Autobiography sheds light on a
personality which has developed itself.into a poet and integrated
human being in obedience to that ethic} If there is anywhere
a humbug, one can count on \Villiams to squash it-or to make
a poetic symbol of its fatuity. But Williams, the superb analyst
of childhood (in White Mule and In the Money) and champion
of the free individual (in his most impressive work-In the
W 1 L L 1 A MeA R LOS W ILL 1 A M S

3 William Car/os Williams. Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1950. 278 pp. $2.00.
• See the review by Byron Vazakas, New Mexico Quarterly, Vol. XXII, NO.4 (Win.
ter, 1951) ,440'444.
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American Grain) , is regrettably unlikely to deepen the impression he has hitherto made in this country. One may feel that if,
with his scientific and sociological aptitudes, he had committed
himself only to a prose assessment of contemporary life-the diagnosis would have something, after all, to do with pediatricsthe would have performed a function more congenial than the
writing of symbolist drama and poetry. For Williams, a
philosophe manque, has critical abilities which do not operate
in his imaginative work and which, to his detriment, conflict
with its motives.
What has been said above about Hart Crane's dependence on
apparently random sequences of imagery is just as good for Wile
liams, who furthermore has less ability than Crane had for pinpointing the concrete object as an image. In moving from his
Imagistic period, which gave no play to his argumentative instinct, towards a poetry more nearly of ideological statement,
Williams seems to have tried to use concepts as the Imagists (or
better, perhaps, the Symbolists) used images, in a fabric of subjective association. (There is a strong resemblance between the
rationale of Pound's Cantos and that of Williams' PateiTSon.·
both suggest a link between the poetry which displays, as in a
provincial museum, detached objects, and that which similarly
displays discontinuous ideas or ide~s connected only tangentially.) He has kept on using concrete images too, but rarely so
as to make them self-sufficient sythbols recognizable to the
reader; he often interlards them wit~ commentary that still fails'
to seal relation. The long poem Paterson, to which the statement
above more urgently pertains than to the short pieces, is masterly
evidence of \Villiams' social acumen, but as a poem it is unsuccessful. The falls of the Passaic, for instance-a central thematic
force-do not actually come in view, being simply a topic, and
the opinions in the conceptual passages never seem quite to fit
with the things adopted as symbols. The final chapter of Wile
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Iiams' Autobiography, where he explains what Paterson is
about, is better poetry than the poem, for it catches the objective
vision and simultaneously squeezes out its meaning for the writer.
For more particular information on such problems it ought to
be possible to recommend Miss Koch's William Carlos Williams,
which is a pretty long book, usefully indexed and printed in
passable type. The plan of Miss Koch's monograph is chronological; itcovers Williams' writings in prose and verse and analyzes practically everything significant as of 1949. Since the book
is now three years old, a lot of people must have read it and
found it rather chaotic. Miss Koch is seemingly a slapdash
writer; she will let a prepositional phrase between' subject and
verb mar her grammar ("The style of . . . responses to Europe
are in the style we should expect of Williams") , and she mixes
metaphors and modifiers in a manner to keep The New Yorker
indefinitely in copy ("Williams' talk is compressed, elliptical
and nuggetory, distilled, at the age of sixty-two, from the total
burden of his experience.") . Still worse, her paragraphs do not
always have enough unity to keep the reader oriented, and her
critical evaluations are too often obiter dicta that do not correlate. Miss Koch, though she has noticed moSt of the critical
problems, is helpful less ~ith the poetry (despite her exhaustive
analysis, especially of the first two books of Paterson) than with
the short stories and novels. She aptly observes Williams's lack
of narrative and dramatic power in his verse-a point needing
more emphasis. and she devotes space to discussing \Villiams'
experiments with the low vernacular-an idiom that she tolerates. Generally speaking this is a disappointing study. It may be
that (to adapt a term from Miss Koch) the splintering tendency
in certain works by Williams, the tendency towards dis.organization, is characteristic of his whole poetic output, so that no
very systematic analysis is likely to ensue. Yet one is tempted to
apply hyperbolically, without further comment, a passage from
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Paterson: "A large round pearl, weighing 400 grams which
would have been the finest pearl of modern times, was ruined by
boiling open the shell."

's more recent inquiry into \V. B. Yeats's Last
Poems is immeasurably better; it too belongs to the class of
criticism that seeks close textual verification of theory, and un·
like the book on Williams, which takes up a great many works
briefly, it limits itself to a handful of difficult poems, to each of
which it gives prolonged attention. The several chapters osten·
sibly depend from the introduction, where Miss Koch announces
her purpose to examine Yeats's Last Poems both for their "prevailing tragic quality . . . a revelation of Yeats's final bitter
vision that the creative conflict in which he centered the dynamics of all cosmic and human relations could not be resolved,"
and for the fact that "the profound agony of Yeats's conflict
('The antinomies cannot be solved') is at once the source, energy and theme of his last poems." This would be in any case a
tall order. Miss Koch's postulate that the "terms in \vhich Yeats
expressed this suffering in the last seven or eight years of his life
were very largely sexual" is the turning at which she goes wrong:
the very poems she deals with have mostly different terms, as her
comments on the respective symbols indicate. Thus, although
her analyses are sagacious and engaging, they cannot consistently illustrate the thesis. That they do not make the trial is all
to the good, but the effect of her honesty to the poems in these
readings is a gradual relinquishment of the original design. The
introduction is discordant with the main portion of the book.
in which, as in lVilliam Carlos TVilliams, one feels the want of
a simple union between general and particular.
The admission by Miss Koch in her preface that her critical
method varies from poem to poem-it is sometimes neglectful of
rl w. B. Yeats, The Tragic Phase: A Study of the Last Poems. Baltimore: Johns
MIS S

K 0 C H

rl

Hopkins. \951. \5\ pp. $2.25·
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sources and biography and sometimes not-attempts to avert a
captious charge of inconsistency. Naturally it cannot do so. Still,
whatever her method, Miss Koch gives individual lines and
.stanzas, notably in "The Gyres" and "The Three Bushes," a
richer gloss than they have had before.
s whether it was conscious whimsey on the
part of T. R. Henn, the author of another valuable study of
Yeats,a that made him let his publishers include on the jacket
of his book the information that he is "an enthusiastic outdoorsman and the author of P.ractical Fly-Tying." Mr. Henn would
probably not mind at all beiJg identified, within limits, with
the "wise and simple man" of Yeats's poem "The Fisherman."
His point of view is Sligo Irish, and in his opening chapter he
has written gracefully and reticently concerning the now almost
obliterated background of the Protestant Ascendancy. Too reticently, perhaps; for even in a book like his, about the ideas and
sensibility of Yeats as exemplified in poetry, the social heritage
and its shocking fate ought to be far more prominent than most
of Yeats's critics, except when treating of certain political poems,
have allowed it to be. (Most of them but Jeffares and Henn
seem at bottom hostile, anyway.) Few strangers have any notion
of the cultural ,vitality diffused through the Ireland of the Ascendancy, a vigor tributary to the various movements, linguistic,
literary, and political, active in Yeats's youth and early manhood. It was, one now perceives, a vitality incommunicable to
the mass of Irishmen (as indeed one may learn from Joyce's
l Tlysses-which incidentally was the solitary work of literary genius produced by the rival tradition in Yeats's lifetime); they
were the anvil on which the Irish Renaissance 'took form under
the English hammer. One ~miles at Yeats's words but ~oncurs
with their spirit: "Under broken roofs, a race of gentlemen
ONE

WON DE R

a The Lonely Tower: Studies in the Poetr), of JI'. B. reats.
and eliJah,. 1952.362 pp. $5.00.
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keep alive the ideals of a great time when men sang the heroic
life with drawn swords in their hands." Did Yeats, when afterwards he railed at the independence movement, foresee indeed
the time when that race should be brought to nothing by its
loyalty divided between land and king, party and party, action
and art, in a country which legislated thought from its borders
and reduced culture to futility?
It is not surprising that some of Mr. Henn's ablest commentary is on Yeats's falling out with Irish nationalism: the chapter
"The Study of Hatred" is excellent. But as his book is a general
survey, many other subjects find a place in it. Mr. Henn supplies
a studious account of Yeats's symbolism-the occult, the phases
of the moon, Byzantium-and more important, because it is new,
he offers a list of symbols which Yeats drew from particular
works of pictorial art, conspicuously from Poussin's Marriage of
Peleus and Thetis (in "News from the Delphic Oracle"). For
the adept this aspect of Mr. Henn's book will doubtless seem the
most profitable of all. The Lonely Tower does not have a chance
of superseding the books by Jeffares, Ellmann, and Stauffer which
have lately pre-empted its subject matter. Although on the score
of style it is certainly more readable than Ellmann's in particular,
it does not either in the biographical or the critical field contribute so clear or so well arranged a view as do these works collectively. In the novice, Mr. Henn's book may seem to presuppose too minute an acquaintance with Yeats's writings, and from
even the practiced student of the poems it may require too ready
an understanding of sudden transitions and unexpected crossreferences. But it is a sound book.
had to discover a work more likely than the preceding five to advance the greatest happiness of the greatest number, the election might do worse than to light on Lawrence Durrell's Key to .Modern British Poetry7 -that is, assuming the greatI F

0 N E

7 l':onnan, Oklahoma: l'niversity of Oklahoma Press, 1952. 209 pp. $3.00.
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est number to be literate. There is something about the methods
of English critics like Mr. Durrell that permits a book on literature to be itself well written and to make an appeal to a nonacademic public without being contemptible to the specialist.
One might imagine that the statistics on the number of volumes
read annually by the average Englishman, in contrast to the corresponding statistics on the reading of the average American,
might have some pertinence, though in fact Mr. Durrell's original audience for the lectures making up this book were "graduate teachers in English, gathered from the various' universities of
Argentina." Yet the theory is attractive. This is at any rate the
sort of study that ought to benefit the w~dest possible class of
readers interested in current literary history, the importance of
which it affirms without apology to the votaries of textual analysis. Mr. Durrell has an acknowledged debt to H. V. Routh's
English Literature and I deasin the Twentieth Century, the
source for several of his chapter headings, but he strikes out
along lines that Mr. Routh has not projected and he comes to
conclusions that will be exciting even to those who are already
studying the relation of literature to twentieth-century science
and psychology.
.
A Key to Modern Poetry (as it is called in the English edition) is in no sense a survey of all or more than a few of the
poets writing in England since the eighties. The last six of its
ten chapters, it is true, attempt to follow the tendencies in poetry since that time, their object being mainly to catalogue these
in accordance with the premises of chapters one through four.
The illustrative material on specific poets, while hardly providing much that other critics (chiefly American) have not given,
is plentiful and learned. In one instance, when Mr. Durrell
reproaches the shortcomings of Kipling, there is bias caused presumably by faulty understanding of the poet's real attitude;
elsewhere, however, as in the sections on Eliot's cinematographic
effects in The Waste Land and his speculations- about time in
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Four Quartets, the validity of Mr. Durrell's critiques is selfevident. There is one little mystery: why does Mr. Durrell speak
of G. 1\1. Hopkins' sensibility as "fuliginous," and then go on to
say that the workings of it, and Hopkins' technique for capturing impressions, give one "a series of vivid shocks as one reads
him . . . like watching a landscape lit by successive flashes
of lightning"? Does he want a real inkhorn word, perhaps
"fulgurous"?
. . . feriuntque summos
fulgura montis.

It is from the first four chapters that most readers are likely to

..

receive new stimulation. For some reason the general correlation that can be established between contemporary literature
and the sciences, especially physics, is more usually assumed
than demonstrated, except in close studies of writers where ad
hoc source-hunting, though indirectly the sole accurate measure
for a climate of influences, often pays no heed to the regulatory
effect of such a climate upon sources themselves. Mr. Durrell
undertakes here to explain the phenomena of temporal dislocation, polylingual punning, and subjective impressionism central
to much of the literature lying between the typical extremes of
Tennyson's "Ulysses" and Eliot's "Gerontion." In doing so he
starts from the universal, firstly from the new physics with its
space-time continuum, for which philosophers have found an alliance with ideas of eternity long present in oriental and Christian mysticism; and secondly from the new psychology, Freud,
Jung, and Groddeck-and proceeds to the particular, the new literature with its idealogical veneration for the perennial philosophy and its technical exploration of the stream of consciousness.
Obviously the presence of contemporary formal psychology in
the criticism of literature is by now a familiar thing; Mr. Durrell, however, finds the significance of psychology not in its interpretative function but in its intellectual influence: it has dictated technique. And what is more, as Mr. Durrell shows, it has
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worked by becoming united with the idea of space-time, a product of Einsteinian relativity,. to alter the old ways of representing
the time-dimension by language and to revolutionize the (Cartesian) idea of mind and matter-the subject-object relationship.
It is to be wished that Mr. Durrell had dwelt longer on the tradition of eighteenth-century idealism, or long enough to avoid
leaving the impression that he attributes immediately to the cosmologies of Einstein, Jeans, and Alexander an effect deviously
traceable to Hegel. There is something also to be said about the
connection between French Symbolism and this subject-object
dilemma, and assuredly there should be a more elaborate table
')f ancestry for the disruption of linguistic structure in poetry
tJ.lan Mr. Durrell gives in talking merely about the view of time
as simultaneity. (And what about the headlong clash of this latter idea with the flux doctrine of Bergson, in relation to the
stream of consciousness?) Some people may suspect, too, that
Ouspensky himself may have exerted a stronger influence, albeit
a heterodox one, than some of the philosophers Mr. Durrell
mentions. Yet one of the values of this book is its conduciveness
to curiosity and hence to independent inquiry. To few books
can one accord anything like this much praise.
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